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There was a real mixed bag of results from Round 1.
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Presidents Letter

GO SHARKS!!

Round 1

Each year the YJFL embark on a Grading process over the first four rounds. They consider last
year’s results, info provided by your club prior to the season & post the grading rounds and an
assessment of results during the first four games. What also complicates the situation is that
some teams change the nucleus of their team. Therefore it’s hard for the YJFL to accurately
predict how they’ll go.

Hi All Sharks

In the past from time to time this has created some difficulty for committee, so as a result we
please ask you familiarise yourself with YJFL Bylaws - Schedule A - via the Website.

HAPPY 50TH BIRTHDAY YEAR!!!

Burger Night Wrap Up

The season is up and running, hopefully smoother for most of our coaches & teams than we
could have imagined.

WOW, what a great response to our season launch Burger night. There were estimates of 450500 of our Sharks, current and past, family in attendance. Well done to all from Auskick to U8’s
at their first burger night through to the Colts & all the Mums & Dads. What a way to kick off
turning 50.

The planning to get the season underway has been occurring since October last year. Thank
you to all involved in volunteering to get our Club to this point. Whilst a few teams are tight
for numbers, every boy and girl is guaranteed maximum game time this season. We still
encourage you to bring a friend to training and let’s see if they can become a Shark.
COMMITTEE
The help and input these folks have undertaken leading into the season has been huge. From
the high octane output of Nina Foxwell to the quiet assurance of Secretary Andrew Mortlock –
it’s all come together. Thanks and further introductions to Treasurer Heath Lee, Coaches
Co-ordinator Dean Prest, Football Operations Mick Choveaux and Kevin George. Recruitment
& U8s & 9s Assistance Michael James, Youth Girls Co-ordinator Nikki Morcom, YJFL Director
and Football Department Damien Noonan. Huge effort from our Registrar – Sarah Coffey to
have all the info lodged for every child. Thanks to our Sponsor Guru Sue Smith, Canteen
Co-ordinator Maureen Choveaux and Merchandising Assistant Vanessa Hamilton.
Welcome on board to Team Managers Co-ordinators Ingrid Ross and Juanita Farrell,
Equipment and Grounds Daniel Radle. Team Selection Co-ordinator Mark Hamilton, Auskick
CEO Kate and Joel Geniel and Conduct and Child Safety Officer Cam Quinn.
Thank you Rod Faulkner for all your assistance over the last few years. Rod has handed over
the reins to Daniel. Finally, a huge “Welcome Back” to my partner in crime, Mark Leonard –
Director of Football and Vice President.
Let’s now all enjoy season 2019.
It was with great pleasure to see so many familiar faces during the day on Sunday. The
committee were out in force assisting teams in preparation and the ladies in the Canteen had
the food hot ready to go. It was great to see experienced Volunteers giving a helping hand to
our new members, especially novice Coaches and Team Managers.
Thank you and well done one and all – a true family involvement! Fantastic to see we are
fielding 22 teams this season. More opportunity for game time for all.

- What Can I Say About the Night The weather was a balmy mid 20’s. The Senior Club were cooking up a storm on the BBQ’s
from 3.30pm. Our doors opened at 4.00pm with Kevin and son Mitch manning the bar, thanks
guys. All drinks were at 1990’s prices, the only thing missing were the disco lights. The carnival
was in full swing with ‘Mr Whippy’ producing soft serves, the balloon man creating masterful
creations and even a ‘Space Invaders’ arcade machine game present. Thanks to the ladies
who produced ‘Fairy Floss’ to lines 40 deep for many hours. Not one but two large jumping
castles amongst other forms of entertainment out on the oval. Whilst located under the shade
of the scoreboard, a various melody of bands completed in creating an atmosphere to rival any
occasion.
Thank you all Shark’s Families who enjoyed the afternoon/evening for the kick off for season
2019 and our 50th Birthday.
Club Captains
Congratulations to all the Colts and
upper age girls who applied for this
distinguished position. Due to the
quality of applications received,
interviews conducted, club policy &
age, we were left with a daunting
decision to make. It was a very
close call on all applicants.

Every application received showed
great maturity & leadership. Watch
out for our Colts this year, they are
a great bunch of young men.
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50 Years Strong

SAVE THE DATE

Well done to Jake Leonard as
Club Captain & Tim Choveaux and
Matilda Rae as Vice Captains.

I was thrilled to see our Youth Girls in action and congratulate all teams on their endeavour.
For all our Players and Parents, great to get the first match under our belts.
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Celebrating

Saturday
15th June 2019
Gala Dinner
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50 YEAR GALA EVENING –
Just a heads up for our premier event of 2019. Please keep June 15th in the evening
available. We’ll let you know more soon.
Sponsorship –
Welcome Club Ringwood Main Sponsor – 5 Year. The Sharks have now secured their main
sponsor for the next 5 years. We also welcome Ringwood Mazda for 3 years as the front of
jumper naming rights.

More exciting news!! In 2019 the Sharks have secured 2 generous jumper sponsors.
Thank you to Club Ringwood and Ringwood Mazda for their support
and commitment.

PARK ORCHARD JFC

Whilst our club is built on volunteers we need every one’s input in securing various sponsorship
deals. Their contributions allow us to keep fees at a reduced level whilst assisting in our
operating costs. Please contact our sponsorship coordinator, Sue Smith, if you can help in any FULLY SUBLIMATED FOOTBALL JUMPER
As this goes to print new jerseys are being manufactured for
way. sponsorship@sharksjfc.org.au

ALL boys and girls in the club. 2019 is the year to be a SHARK!!

Team sponsors are filling fast, time to act is NOW!

FRONT:

BACK:
LHB

Conduct

3

The Sharks are looked upon with envy by other clubs over how our Parents conduct
themselves at matches; let’s please keep it that way. I know we are all very passionate towards
barracking for our children, please make sure it’s in a positive manner. Umpires are there to
help the game flow. Remember they are only human and at times can make mistakes, please
show positive support & watch swearing. I’ve had many parents over the years talk about our
culture and family ethos. Let’s uphold our well-earned reputation.
ANZAC DAY

Back

RHB

Our Colts and other players / parents will be in attendance at Thursday’s dawn service at the
Clock Tower in Ringwood in two weeks. On behalf of the club, if you are coming along to show
your respects, please come in your Sharks jackets.
Calendar and Events
If unsure at any time what’s coming up, go to our website and consult what’s coming up!
Summary
If at any stage during the season you wish to raise any issues then contact me directly, please
feel free to do so either personally or on the phone
Wishing all the Teams the best for Round 2 on the 28th of April and the season ahead. In the
meantime enjoy the holiday break.
GO SHARKS

WHITE
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$

MAIN BODY:

FREE

MEAL

voucher

BLACK

drink
FABRIC:

RED

Dine in our Bistro and
purchase
ARTWORK APPROVAL
One Meal &
receive
the 2nd
IMPORTANT
NOTICE
Meal for only $5
1). PLEASE CHECK CAREFULLY

It’s our shout!
Present
this voucher to
APPROVED
receive a drink on us
Date:

Name:

Valid for a pot of Carlton Draught, Victoria Bitter,
YES
NO
Signature:Light, Glass of House Wine.
or Cascade Premium
Glass of Soft Drink or Lemon, Lime and Bitters.

2). BY APPROVING THIS ART VIA EMAIL OR SIGNATURE YOU ARE BOUND BY LEGAL ENFORCEMENT AGREEMENT.

Second meal of equal or lesser value
from the bistro’s main menu.

3). COUGAR SPORTSWEAR IS NOT LIABLE FOR INCORRECT PRODUCT PRODUCED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
APPROVED ARTWORK.
4). COUGAR SPORTSWEAR IS NOT LIABLE FOR INCORRECT COLOUR MATCHING WHERE A REFERENCE SAMPLE
HAS NOT BEEN PROVIDED (5% COLOUR DIFFERENCE IS WITHIN TOLERANCE).

Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish
Junior Football Club

TRIM:

TBA

NECK
COLOUR:

WHITE

L/S DESIGN:

00%

ARM
COLOUR:

1 ofits
of Pr the
Back tounity
Comm

Join us at
Melbourne’s Premier
PATTERN : Club
SS JUMPER
Our facilities include a contemporary bistro, members
lounge, function and meeting rooms, TAB and coffee
shop. With a wide range of entertainment, welcoming
atmosphere, great products and friendly service, we look
forward to seeing you at the Club soon.

Open 7 days a week

Sunday - Wednesday 9am - 1am
Thursday | Friday | Saturday 9am - 3am

Phone: 0408 367 444
GO SHARKS!!

THE SHARK ATTACK

TRIMS & DETAIL:

Offer Valid: Friday 16 March to Thursday 18 April 2019
th

th

Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood
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Offer Valid: Friday 16 March to Thursday 18 April 2019
th

th

Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood
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Cnr Oban Road & Maroondah Hwy
Ringwood,Victoria 3134
T (03) 9879 8733
www.clubringwood.com.au
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Round 1
Shark Attack
Season Dates to Remember
14 Apr

School holidays

21 Apr

School Holidays

28 Apr

Round 2

ANZAC round

5 May

Round 3

Team Photos (Fri 3rd and Sun 5th)

12 May

Round 4

Mothers day proudly sponsored by Warran Glen

19 May

Round 5

U8 round robin

26 May

Round 6

U9 round robin and National Volunteers Week round sponsored by
Blue Dog Café

2 Jun

Round 7

Burger Night (U8, U9 and Colts)

9 Jun

Queens Birthday Weekend

15 Jun

50th Year Gala Dinner. Manningham Function Centre
(U12 and U14)

16 Jun

Round 8

23 Jun

Round 9

30 Jun

School holidays

7 Jun

School Holidays

14 Jul

Round 10

21 Jul

Round 11

28 Jul

Round 12

4 Aug

Round 13

11 Aug

Round 14

18 Aug

Semi Finals

25 Aug

Prelim Finals

1 Sep

Grand Finals

15 Sep

THE SHARK ATTACK

Exciting News for 2019
Every registered player will receive a FREE
commemorative warm up top to celebrate the club’s 50th year.
Thank you to our generous sponsors who have
made this happen.
Especially the major sponsor VW Ringwood.

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer

U10 Lightening Premiership/Burger Night (U10, Colts, U16 girls)

Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager

Presentation Day
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Ringwood Volkswagen

481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666
ringwoodvw.com.au | LMCT11064
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LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Ben Laurence
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allen

Mitchell

Jumper

UNDER 9 BLACK: Coached by: Blair Hartley

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Luke

Magnus

Blackshaw

Rhys

Hattwich

Archie

Jumper

Jumper

Anderson

Cruz

Milton

Flynn

Cahill

James

Hine

Miller

Cox

Joshua

Natsis

Gabriel

Di Battista

Marcus

Marsh

Hugh

De Rooden

Elijah

Radle

Lachlan

Doolan

Anthony

Newman

Luke

Forcadell

Gabriel

Torner

Harrison

Genever

Ethan

Rigall

Sidney

Gniel

Alfie

Woollard

Mason

Giosserano

Alex

Sonderhof

Taylor

James

Edward

Worthington

Heath

Hartley

Jackson

Zosel

Ezra

Kinski

Sebastian

Webb

Tyler

Laurence

Thomas

Appleby

Kaiden

Opposition: Doncaster

Opposition: Warrandyte Bloods
U8 red played a strong Warrandyte team today. It was a challenge but I was very impressed
with our boys first game of the season.
Our boys worked really hard in the backline with Tom and Josh staying on their players and
particularly Eddie and Heath kicking the ball in to Magness and Gabriel creating space and
creating a contest.
The leadership of Alfie and Flynn directing players to man up was also good and encouraging
to see.

No Coaches Report
Submitted this week

Mitch and Cruz listened to instructions and got to contests and Sebastian’s Mark and goal was
a highlight.
Lachlan, Elijah and the captain of the day Mason, showed off their skills with some fantastic
marking and kicking.
Gabriel got the award today because he listened to my instructions got to the right area and
created contest with two players on him, which absolutely fantastic to see. Well done Gabriel.
What a fantastic, fun first round. I am excited to see what the boys can achieve for the rest of
the year.
Keep up the good work.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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Parent Sponsor

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Chris McGinty
Jumper

Surname

Name

Buchanan

Jackson

Jumper

Surname

Name

Mijat

Jasper

here

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: Damien Noonan
Jumper

Surname

Name

Davis

Jumper

Surname

Name

Elliot

Nicholls

Benjamin

Caltieri

Sam

Myers

Cohen

Duffy

Patrick

Noonan

Darcy

Gadd

Jackson

Saunders

Darcy

Fortington

James

Noonan

Xavier

Hume

Harrison

Waterson - Chappell

Harry

Hales

Angus John

Prest

Joshua

Kilworth

Lenny

Whitelock

Charles

Hales

Benjamin Alan

Radle

Ryan

McGinty

Charlie

Wilson

Harry

Inglese

Will

Robertson

Thomas

Mcleod

Maxi

Webb

Noah

James

Henry

Wachter

Kai

Lanza

Oliver

Walsh

Liam

Nicholls

Julian

Robinson

Henry

Opposition: Beverley Hills Lions
On the weekend our boys competed in the first round of the 2019 season.

Park Orchards Red 11-17-83 Def Canterbury 0-0-0

They came up against Beverley Hills Lions and were keen to get the ball rolling.
From the first siren to the last, the boys played with great spirit and team moral. Linking up
during plays and being able to convert when it mattered which was great to see for their first
game. We had some new players in London and Charlie W who had a great first game for
the sharks. Along with some of last years players in Maxi, Jasper, Jackson G and Jackson B,
Sammy, Harry H, Darcy, Charlie and Cohen making up the group, with experience guiding the
match favourably our way. There were some great goals produced throughout the match from
Hume, Gadd, Myers, McGinty and Mijat. Inside a trying game, the boys continued to play within
the rules and showed fantastic sportsmanship throughout which made me very proud to be
their coach. I look forward to seeing what this great little team can bring to season 2019.
GO SHARKS
Chris McGinty

What an amazing morning to start the football year, you couldn’t have wished for a better day.
I am so glad to be able to welcome everyone back and see you all again. I would also like to
welcome Josh Prest into the side after deciding to come and play another season in the U10’s
and Henry Robinson who started at the Sharks this year.
Both boys will be fantastic additions to the side. After their early performances aren’t, we
lucky…wow
As Josh is an experienced hand at the full ground he lead the team today and tossed the
coin, a little AFL X on the go here as no coin could be found we had a rock, paper, scissor
showdown, Josh won the battle with scissors over paper he decided to kick to the BMX track
end.
The first quarter began with some confusion as all the kids ran to position but no ump…ooops.
Thanks to Canterbury who had a dad who jumped in and did a great job.
Henry took the first bounce of the season a palmed the first ruck contest straight down Presty’s
throat, bang away we go. With Patrick and Will being the lucky recipient of Presty’s quick hands
and using their pace we moved the ball quickly forward.
With Darcy and Robo’s marking power and pace across the half forward line we looked
powerful early. Hales A on the other flank provided that forward pressure and grunt. We had

THE SHARK ATTACK
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planned for the high-flying Ben Nicholls to be thunder out of the square but unfortunately
started on the pine as dad raced home for his mouth guard leaving Ryan and James to cash in
up forward. We took a while to kick our first goal with Patty wasting early opportunities spraying
a couple wide but was up and about and in the game. Henry and Will held their line giving the
forwards every chance to get us underway. Finally, Darcy split the pack a got our first. This was
quickly followed up with Fortington registering a major after Henry again gave us first use.
The back line did well early and showed fantastic discipline by protecting the line and building
the wall across the midfield. With the half back line in Lanza, Wachter, Hales B pushing up into
the midfield and Elliot, Liam, and Xavier slipping up to look after their players.
¼ Time PO 2-4-16 to Canterbury 0-0-0
Positive Play- Patty good playing on get it & go quickly, Ryan head over the ball and attacking
it, Wills pressure around the contest, Darcy, nice use on the left.
Did Well-Building the Wall and protecting the line behind the ball.
Do Better-Man Up, Tackle Pressure, Mids to hold back when the ball is deep to open up the
play.
Working up the hill in the 2nd Lanza moved into the ruck with Kia in and under using his
strength, Ben H quick hands out to Darcy who glided across the deck to deliver long. With
Liam, Xavier and Elliot super keen for some action after a quite first down back the boys used
their pace to cut through the opposition and deliver deep to Prest, Robbo & Hales A. Presty’s
strong over head marking a feature along with Robbo continually presenting. Xavier’s pace
around the contest ensure the opposition are always under pressure, Robbo was elusive up
forward and showed what he can bring with height and pace to match makes him a formidable
match up. Liam once again showing when you keep your feet the bounce of the ball goes your
way and one more than one occasion slipped away from the pack to deliver the ball deep.
James worked well and pushed up when required and Ben directing the play behind the ball
along with Ryan keeping the Canterbury forwards under wraps, Will and Patty worked the ball
well out of defence with Henry as our last line of defence making sure all was safe and sound.
Prest, Robbo and Lanza all hitting the score board with our accuracy increasing
½ Time PO 5-5-35 to Canterbury 0-0-0
Positive Play- 3 quick switch kicks on the 45 across the ground Ben H, Ollie and then Xavier
hitting Robbo who was in a great position moving to space. Elliot quick hand in close, James
holding the line and then backing himself and attacking it to drive the ball back deep. Ben N
control of the game across half back

the forward line meaning our shoots at goal where under pressure and it showed on the score
board. Robbo, Patty and Will again held their line and worked hard when Canterbury had a
chance to break free and get forward. Darcy, Prest and Hales.A mopping up and keeping a
clean sheet
¾ Time PO 8-10-58 to Canterbury 0-0-0
Positive Play- Henry J holding across half forward cutting off play, handball out to Ben N
running past for Ben to sprint forward and goal. Ryan Attack in the Ball, Xavier’s 2nd & 3rd
efforts, Kai playing in front and presenting, Robbo doing the team stuff and protecting the line
Did Well-Use of hands under pressure, looking for each other
Do Better- Started to push to deep and crowd the forward line.
Kai was a little apprehensive about going into the ruck, didn’t take long for that to go away and
he look right at home, Duffy finished the day strong working hard with the skipper also finishing
off and round out a solid performance, Angus in support around the pill and burrowing in, Ben N
up forward clunking a few and kick another snag, Liam showed his dash again and Darcy with
polish setting up the forwards.
We went small but quick deep, unfortunately we started to crowd the forwards and choked their
movement, but they kept presenting and working hard, especially working the other way laying
some forward defensive tackles. The back 6 solid again lead by Robbo who overcame an injury
during the week to his knee and was solid all day, give that knee a rest and can’t wait to see
young Robbo deliver in the ruck in the coming weeks.
Henry and James across half back support Robbo and our last line Hales B who played a
ripper with the Laconic Lanza and Ryan showing his footy smarts by doing the small things that
count.
A great start with plenty of improvement especially as Prest find Robbo find their feet and will
no doubt be important contributors for the remainder of the season.
Positive Play-Xavier who was on the mark for a kick out sprinted to the fifty to lay a tackle that
resulted in a free and goal Elliot, Prest great strength and hands out of the pack, Darcy second
effort when outnumbered, Patty work rate and hand below his knees.
Did Well-Sung the song loud.
Do Better-3 cheers for the opposition.
Final PO 11-17-83 to Canterbury 0-0-0

Did Well-Started looking for teammates and getting into the groove

Goals: 2 Prest, Ben N, Darcy 1 Fortington, Davis, Wachter, Robinson, Lanza

Do Better-Need to play in front and not wait for the easy over the back, increase tackle
pressure.

Best: Prest, Patrick, Will, Xavier, Darcy, Ben N, Ben H

It was Ben N turn to take on the ruck duties and with his huge leap ensured Liam, James
and Ryan had first use out of the middle, as the relentless nature of the boys game started to
show on the opposition with height and strength up forward, Henry J, Kai and Ollie asserting
themselves and Elliot, Xavier and Ben H applying immense pressure. Xavier was in everything
chasing hard and laying tackle after tackle, unfortunately his efforts where not rewarded with
a goal for himself but the effort gave his teammates plenty of opportunity to capitalise. Ben
took some strong marks, but we started to get to many players pushing deep and crowding
THE SHARK ATTACK
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A massive thanks to Jo who has taken over from Neil and to our wonderful parents who are
fantastic support each week.
Mark, myself and the boys are very luck to have the support of you all.

THE SHARK ATTACK
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LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Daniel Bullen
UNDER 10 BLACK: Coached by: Chris Lynch
Jumper

Jumper

Jumper

Surname

Name

Antonellos

Jumper

Surname

Name

Zac

McGowan

James

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Arifovic

Keegan

McIntyre

Justin David

Baker

Coby

Rowe

Archie

Brown

Indy

Nash

Charlie

Cronin

Patrick

Troani

Joel

Bullen

Fynn

Nielsen

Daniel

Daley

Lucas

Wilson

Charlie

Daley

Joshua

Paciocco

Luke

Georgostathis

Max

Blackshaw

Aaron

Della Gatta

Oscar

Riggall

Jonah

Kupinic

Alexander

Blackshaw

Beau

Eastwood

Campbell

Ross

Logan

Lynch

Hudson

Noble

Cameron

Farrell

Nate

Shamloo

Liam

Ottens

Jack

Weeks

Hunter

Halls

Harry

Sonderhof

Logan

Phelan

Luca

Muzeen

Cormac

Hamilton

Logan

Thomas

Isaiah

Prichard

Casey

Moore

Michael

Kinnear

Cash

Wallace

Austin

Ross

Arlo

Mcleod

Samuel

Williamson

Daniel

McDonald

Eamon

Opposition - Brunswick
Today we made our way to Brunswick on a beautiful day for football albeit very windy. Alex
was captain today and fought valiantly in the centre with Archie to give us a good start with the
breeze.
It was evenly poised at half time as we tried to hold back Brunswick kicking with the breeze.
Luca, Michael, Archie and Hudson were all trying hard in the first half. Alex and Hudson kept
the medical officer busy. Alex with an elbow injury after a massive clash with a Brunswick
player and a couple Brunswick players brought down hard to the ground by Hudson’s tackles.
In the third quarter we were again kicking against the breeze with Coby and Cameron getting
their hands on the ball. A good lesson learned this quarter to keep the ball moving amongst our
team mates.
The final quarter saw Brunswick come home strongly. The boys competed very well and with 5
or 6 fresh new players I was extremely pleased with their efforts.
Goal Kickers: Luca – 3, Cameron 1, Joel 1

Sharks 12.14.51 Def Ashburton 4.0.24
QUARTER 1: SHARKS 1.1.7 ASHBURTON 3.0.18
After losing the toss and kicking into the wind, the Sharks boys made a relatively quiet start –
as they have through the pre-season. After kicking the first goal into the wind, the Sharks lost
control of the midfield to Ashburton who were able to score with an open forward line and the
assistance of the wind. For the Sharks, Campbell Eastwood was in and under the packs and
deserved his coach and team’s praise at the quarter time huddle.
QUARTER 2: SHARKS 4.7.31 ASHBURTON 3.0.18
The second quarter was in complete contrast to the first with every Sharks player lifting their
work rate with and without the ball. Ferocious tackling, combined with running and linking up
by hand and foot, resulted in the quarter being played in the Sharks forward half. After a string
of behinds, the boys finished off the quarter by kicking straight and going into half time with the
lead.

Awards: Alex, Michael, Joel & Hudson
THE SHARK ATTACK
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For the Sharks, Eamon McDonald led from the front with a strong attack on the footy,
while Logan Ross and Cash Kinnear got busy in the midfield with plenty of run, carry and
evasiveness.
QUARTER 3: SHARKS 7.9.51 ASHBURTON 4.0.24
Heading into the third quarter with the wind favouring Ashburton’s end, the Sharks played a
great brand of football to deny Ashburton clean passages of play. Logan Sonderhof and Josh
Daley were generals across the backline, while up forward Logan Hamilton marked strongly. In
the midfield, Austin Wallace used his pace while Zac Antonellos was everywhere, including high
on the wing taking an incredible pack mark. For the Sharks to keep the opposition to just one
scoring shot, with the wind advantage, was an especially impressive team performance.
QUARTER 4: SHARKS 12.14.51 ASHBURTON 4.0.24
The last quarter was similar to the second, with the Sharks taking full advantage of the wind
to dominate possession in their forward half. Whilst the forwards presented well to make the
most of the team’s dominance, the midfield and backs really started to understand the value of
holding their position, pressing up high to keep Ashburton scoreless for the quarter. While the
wind made set shots difficult, there were plenty of running goals as the Sharks came away with
their first win for the season.

UNDER 11 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram
Jumper

Goal Kickers: Zac Antonellos 3, Fynn Bullen 2, Luke Paciocco 1, James McGowan 1,
Oscar Della Gatta 1, Eamon McDonald 1, Logan Ross 1, Cash Kinnear 1, Josh Daley 1.
Game Day Captains: Fynn Bullen & Cash Kinnear

Thank you to one of our
sponsors

Surname

Name

Bettiol

Joshua

Jumper

Surname

Name

Italiano

Gabriel

Bryant

Tom

Knight

Kai

Dahmen

Floyd

Laurence

William

De Rooden

Albert

McCartan

Christian

Di Donato

Isaac

Motteram

Lachlan

Di Grazia

Noah

Newman

Jack

Elliott

Tom

Smith

Ned

Fortington

William

Stephens

Zane

Fry

Harvey

Tasca

Daniel

Hattwich

Felix

Torner

William

Hume

Riley

Wheatley

Granger

Innes

Beau

Park Orchards 8.6.54 defeated Bundoora 3.5.23
Qtr 1:
The first game of the season was played at Stintons Reserve in sunny, but blustery conditions.
The first quarter was a real arm wrestle with neither team scoring a goal. Riley, Alby, Gabe and
Jonah all completed hard in the mid field, and were well supported by Jack, Beau and ‘running
man’ Christian on the wing. The backline, led by Ned and Floyd was disciplined and solid for
the entire quarter and didn’t concede a goal. The forward line, led by Will F, Lachie, Noah and
Danny continually attacked the ball and tackled hard, enabling the forwards to ‘lock the ball in’
on numerous occasions. The forwards were well supported by the midfielders who built a ‘wall’
around the attacking 50M line every time the ball entered the forward line.
Qtr 2:
The second quarter started with great tackles from Tommy B and Isaac. The tackling in general
was excellent, particularly given the significant size differential of some of the opposition
players. Will L and Josh B battled hard in the mid field and were key to captain Alby kicking the
first goal of the season. Jack then beat 2 opposition players in a contest, got the ball to Zane
THE SHARK ATTACK
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who passed to Felix for a goal. The quarter was soured when Riley got a heavy knock to his
ribs and could take no further part in the game. Notwithstanding, the courageous effort from
Riley resulted in a second goal to Alby for the quarter.
Qtr 3:
Christian, Ned and Zane all worked hard in the midfield, and had great support from Floyd on
the wing. Lachie competed hard in ruck and laid a fantastic crunching tackle on the opposition’s
biggest player. Gabe had a sensation quarter on the wing, with great chases, strong tackles
and 2 beautiful running goals.
Qtr 4:
The boys were kicking into a strong breeze in the final quarter, so a massive final quarter effort
was required. Jonah led the way with some excellent work in the ruck. He was well supported
by the mid field brigade of Felix, Floyd and Will F, who all worked tirelessly throughout the
quarter. The entire backline was solid and disciplined, not to mention some dashing runs from
Christian out of defence. Granger and Kai both had great quarters, competing hard on the wing
and HFF respectively. Josh B also had a fantastic quarter booting 2 goals from full forward. All
in all, it was a great first hit out for the boys, and they sang the song with gusto after the game.
Goal Kickers: Alby 2, Felix 2, Gabe 2 and Josh 2

Ce lebrat i n g
50 Years Strong

SAVE THE DATE
Saturday
15th June 2019
Gala Dinner
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SCREENHOUSE
SCREEN

PRINTING

9359 4077

UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Rob Sette
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Lachlan

Kilworth

Felix

Beach

Max

Leonard

Archie

Bridger

Jacob

Milton

Henry

Di Conza

Riley

Nicholls

Lucas

Dickson

Lachlan

Sestan

Owen

Drummond

Campbell

Sette

Jacob

Foxwell

Austin

Sultana

Jayden

Harvie

Mason

Todero

Dylan

Hirvonen-Blunt

Lukas

Tsoukatos

William

Inglese

Jack

Kew 8.2.50 Def Park Orchards 6.1.37
1st game for the season after a long pre season and footy is finally here. We where up against
Kew comets who played finals in gold division last year so we new we had a game on our
hands.
We went in at the 1st change scoreless against the wind but our attack on the footy was a real
positive and I could sense the boys where up for the challenge. Special mention to Max and
Riley for there attack on the footy.
Second ¼ was a snapshot of the first with the opposition taking control of the contest and the
scoreboard with us going in to the long change 3 goals down. Campbell was a rock in defence,
great to have you back.
Message from the coach at ½ time was strong, whilst we competed well we didn’t take risks
and take the game on. We needed to back ourselves in and reward our efforts with stronger
running to break the game open and get it back on our terms. The boys responded with 5 goals
to 1 in the 3rd term, special mentions to Jack for breaking open the wing, Mason and Austin
where damaging in the middle and Jacob S chiming in with 2 goals saw the sharks head into
the final change 5 points up.
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Keep up the hard work boys and keep taking the game on, our mantra for the year is the little
team things will define our season, we will continue to grow.
Go sharks
Captains: Austin, Will
Goal Kickers: Mason 2, Jacob S 2, Archie, Max

5

$

MEAL

voucher

Dine in our Bistro and
purchase
One Meal & receive the 2nd
Meal for only $5
Second meal of equal or lesser value
from the bistro’s main menu.

FREE
drink

It’s our shout!
Present this voucher to
receive a drink on us
Valid for a pot of Carlton Draught, Victoria Bitter,
or Cascade Premium Light, Glass of House Wine.
Glass of Soft Drink or Lemon, Lime and Bitters.

00%

1 ofits
of Pr the
Back tounity
Comm

Join us at
Melbourne’s Premier Club
Our facilities include a contemporary bistro, members
lounge, function and meeting rooms, TAB and coffee
shop. With a wide range of entertainment, welcoming
atmosphere, great products and friendly service, we look
forward to seeing you at the Club soon.

Open 7 days a week

Sunday - Wednesday 9am - 1am
Thursday | Friday | Saturday 9am - 3am
Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood

THE SHARK ATTACK

Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood
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MAJOR SPONSORS

The opposition ran out victors by 2 goals in the finish which was a little disappointing , but we
must take heart in our spirited fight back in the 3rd once again displaying our boys can take it
up to any one when we are challenged.

Cnr Oban Road & Maroondah Hwy
Ringwood,Victoria 3134
T (03) 9879 8733
www.clubringwood.com.au
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SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM
UNDER 12 BLACK: Coached by: Michael James
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jordan

Mc Diarmid

Tom

Arifovic

Cruz

Nicholls

Max

Bradshaw

Byron

Noonan

Hamish

Cameron

Fletcher

Oaks

Lachlan

Ficinus

Elliott

Read

Harrison

James

Archie

Simos

Jacob

Kelly

Sean

Tang

Bosco

Mc Diarmid

Will

Waddy

bruce

Mc Diarmid

Jack

Wilson

Zac

Park Orchards (A) 7. 2. 44 Def Beverley Hills 3. 8. 26
After putting in many weeks on the training track during pre-season and a couple of practice
games it was great to finally hit round 1 and in such great conditions.
We welcomed Max Nicholls, Zac Wilson and Bruce Waddy into the Black team from the Reds.
Its was also great to see Jack Mac come back to the club after a year off and we are lucky to
have Lachy Oaks join the ranks.
The first quarter was a battle as both half back lines fought to keep the opposition out. Hamish
was a general at CHB organising his troops. Archie was controlling the ruck and Jack Mac was
finding a bit of the ball out on the wing.
Harry, Elliot and Tom were into every pack which allowed us to move the ball forward.
Zac was positioning himself well across half forward. Using his strong body and playing in front
he was making it impossible for Beverley Hills to get around him. This gave him a free kick
which put the ball deep in our forward line and that allowed Fletch to mark and goal. Woo Hoo.
¼ time – PO 1.1.7 trail BH 2.3.15
At quarter time it was great to see the smiles on the boys faces and they were growing with
confidence. Archie and Max were dominating in the ruck, while Harry, Tom and Elliot were
taking full advantage. Darcy playing up from the U10 was enjoying the challenge and had a
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big hand in the next goal as he roved the ball at half forward, kicked long and found Bruce who
marked strong in the pocket. Bruce then went back causally and kicked his first ever goal in
football. Awesome work Bruce. A couple of minutes later Harry and Archie combined to feed the
ball long into the forward line where Bruce pounced to kick his second goal of the quarter.
Xav also up from the U10 was using his pace around the ground and run circles around the
opposition. Will Mac was also showing how much he has grown over the summer and worked
hard to get to several contests.
Not to be out done Byron found himself busting thru the pack to snap our third goal for the
quarter to put us in front at half time.
½ time – PO 4.1.25 lead BH 3.4.22
The third quarter was a battle of the defences. Gallantly lead by Hamish who continued to read
the ball well. Bosco was fearless with his tackling and attack in the ball as was Jordan who
also reads the ball well and is really developing his game. Lachy was enjoying his first game
of football and was a big asset across half back. Max was having a great quarter in the ruck
providing a brilliant shepherd to allow Sean to run onto the ball cleanly. Darcy provided the
smoother of the day to stop a certain goal while Tom, Fletch, Elliot and Harry continued to have
a strong influence on the game. Sean was having a great quarter and found himself with a free
kick after coping an elbow to the mouth which cost him a tooth…
Also a great proud Dad moment for Mike (our runner) as for the first time all 3 boy contributed
in a passage of play as Tom ran to a loose ball on the wing aided by Will who provided the
perfect shepherd that allowed Tom to kick down field where Jack marked at half forward (can’t
wait to see more of brotherhood)
This quarter showed great endeavour as the boys really started to put into play the things we
have been working on at training, kicking to space, leading to space, protecting your team mate
and working for each other.
¾ time - PO 4.1.25 level with BH 3.7.25
With the scores in the balance the last quarter was going to be a cracker with 4 points up for
grabs. But our backline of Hamish, Lachy, Jordan, Max, Bosco and Fletch made it very hard to
score. While Tom, Xav, Harry, Elliott and Sean were running amok thru the middle. As Archie
busted the pack, handballed to Sean who kicked wide to space allowing Tom to sprint on to the
loose ball, aided by a brilliant shepherd from Xav. Tom then took 2 bounces and kicked truly
from 35 m out.
Minutes later Will took a great pack mark then kicked to Sean in space, then onto Bruce, kick to
Xav who was about to run into an open goal except for a cruel bounce…
From a boundary throw in Henry (also up from U10 and who had been leading strongly all
game) took front position then palmed the ball neatly on to the chest of Bruce who ran thru the
stationary pack to kick his 3rd goal for the game and seal a brilliant win for the boys.
Full Time – PO 7.2.44 defeated Beverley Hills 3.8.26
Fantastic to see all the boys have a red hot go all game and be rewarded for their effort.
A huge thank you to Henry, Xavier and Darcy for helping out the team.
Go Sharks
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Captains: Max Nicholls (C), Zac Wilson (VC)

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Goal Kickers: Bruce Waddy - 3, Fletcher Cameron – 1, Byron Bradshaw – 1,
Will MacDiarmid – 1, Tom MacDiarmid - 1
Best players: Tom MacDiarmid, Bruce Waddy, Archie James, Harry Read,
Fletcher Cameron, Hamish, Darcy & Xavier plus the whole team.

UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny
Jumper
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Ringwood Volkswagen

481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666
ringwoodvw.com.au | LMCT11064

Name

Albers

Daniel

Di Conza
Dominko

Jumper

Surname

Name

Prest

Samuel

Lachlan

Quinn

Lachlan

Max

Rossimel

William

Fortington

Jack

Smillie

Josh

Galstians

Jake

Smith

Cooper

Galstians

Joshua

Stephens

Joel

Holt

Andrew

Stumpf

Gabriel

Hutchinson

Flynn

Tait

William

Kenny

William

Tymms

Jacob

Nitz

Oliver

Worthington

Thomas

Y

RD

Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager

LINK
EAST

Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Surname

Banyule 5.8.38 d Sharks 4.8.32
What a terrific game from our lads in the Grand Final re-match today against Banyule.
The boys can feel incredibly proud of their spirit, team work, and never say die attitude. It was
a tough, physical encounter, and a great way to start the season, providing us with so many
positives, and giving us a few areas to work upon at training and in upcoming matches.
With Ollie dominating in the ruck, and our onballers of Josh G, Dan and Jake capitalising on
this, we drove the ball forward where Josh S was able to contest and provide a strong target.
Jack and Tymmsy in the backline were wonderful support to big Andy, a rock at Centre Half
Back, with Quinny directing traffic and repelling attacks.
22 points down with 7 minutes to go, many teams would have dropped their heads. But the
boys continued to attack and drive down the corridor. A number of shots on goal just missed or
were touched……
Every player was able to have an impact and play a critical role. Congratulations to Flynn,
Wilbur and Rossy on their first games with the team. A few different scores, a few different
decisions, and we could have easily won. Most importantly, the boys displayed Respect,
Discipline and Courage, which is all I can ask of them
GOAL KICKERS: Josh Smillie 3, Gabe Stumpf 1
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LOOKING
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UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill
Jumper

Surname

Name

Bastin

Jumper

Surname

Name

Connor

Mackay

Max

Bertram

Kye

Mahadeva

Barathan

Blake

Adam

Postill

Oliver

Blaser

Daniel

Sedawie-McKell

Layne

Bugler

Oscar

Sherriff

Lachlan

Cahill

Joshua

Van Winckel

Samuel

Doherty

Finn

Vigo

Adam

Draeger

Nathan

Wallace

Bailey

Jackson

Ben

Lever

Raphael

King

Brady

Park Orchards 1.0.6 def by Hawthorn Citizens 11.17.83
A beautiful day for football to kick off round 1, a sunny home game at Stintons. We welcomed
Raph Lever for his first game with the club, he played a good game and kicked a goal so off to
a good start with the Sharks.
It was a tough day at the office for our boys, due to injuries we were down to 16 players. Our
captain Daniel Blazer got us off to a good start by winning the toss, so we kicked with the
breeze. Our first quarter was pretty good, we were able to have the ball in our forward 50 for
quite a bit of the quarter, we were just unable to convert from our inside 50’s. First gamer Raph
kicked a nice goal from a set shot to get us on the board.
Our second quarter was always going to be tough with Hawthorn kicking with the breeze. They
kicked long and had our backline under pressure for much of the quarter. They were rewarded
for their efforts on the scoreboard and we had trouble moving the ball off our half back line.
3rd quarter was really tough, Hawthorn were able to run the ball much better than us,
we struggled to man up their forward line and midfield and it showed as Hawthorn hit the
scoreboard. We had the wind in the 3rd quarter but we struggled to move the ball from our kick
outs.
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Final quarter we competed much better around the ball and our back line held up well despite
the pressure.
Some highlights from our boys:
Ben Jackson - Played a great game in the ruck. Laid a lot of tackles, wore a couple himself
and kept competing all game long, never gave in. Was great to watch.
Ollie Postill - Held down centre half back and played another great game. Lot’s of intercept
marks and second efforts, stopped a number of goals with his ability to read the play. Started
to run off his man in the final quarter to provide options for his team mates.
Bailey Wallace - Played well at half forward, but saved his best for his run on the ball in the
last quarter. Was great at the centre bounce, laid lots of tackles, lots of second efforts and a
few smothers. Great in an under stuff.
Raph Lever - kicked a great goal in the first quarter. Was good around the ground and played
a great last quarter on the least line of defence, intercepting the ball a few times right on the
goal line saving a few goals, smart play.
Oscar Bugler - Played well, kept trying all day. Helped create some run off our back line and
did well when he was in the midfield.
Lachie Sherriff - Had a great last quarter in defence. Lachie is our sharp shooter and normally
plays forward, but might benefit from a switch down back. Kicking under pressure was really
good.
Layne McKell - ran hard all day on the wings. Had a tough last quarter on his opponent, who
was pretty quick, but was good to watch Layne chase down his opponent with a few good
tackles.
Adamo Vigo - strong in defence as always. Had a run on the ball in the last quarter and did
well. Competed hard and as always used his body to out position his opponents.
Brady King - a tough nut over the ball, did well when he was on the ball and competed hard on
the first quarter in the forward line.
Finn Doherty - Played well on the flanks. Was good in the clinches, taking some tackles and
when he got free Finn used his long kicking to advantage.
Connor Bastin - Played well around the packs, chased hard all day. Was really strong over
the ball taking lots of tackles always trying to move the ball forward.
San Van Winckel - Played week on the flanks. We got some good use of the ball from his run
off half back, Sammy worked hard when he was pushed forward.
Barathan Mahadeva - played well in defence, played on quite a lot and tried to create some
play for us. Competed hard all day long.
Daniel Blazer - Captain for round 1. Played a great game, got quite a few kicks and moved the
ball forward quickly. Competed hard and took a few nice marks around ground.
Kye Bertram - Played well on the wings and the last quarter on the ball. Laid a few nice
tackles and kept the pressure on the opposition.
Josh Cahill - Played well at centre half forward. Laid some nice tackles and bumps, took a
nice contested mark in the last quarter. Did well when swung into the ruck for the third quarter.
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The second quarter we set a couple of challenges and made a couple of changes with
positions that saw Killer Kilkenny snag a great goal on the run with our 2 new recruits again
troubling the scorer!!
Demps, Ace & Tommy Rees in the middle saw the ball continue to be won from the centre
allowing our forwards to run. The back line held well repelling the Fitzroy attack with Mr
Reliable – Brad Oakes controlling the full back line with support from Zac & Morcs.

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey
Jumper

Surname

Name

Adama

Acelin

Jumper

Surname

Name

Morcom

Tom

Baldori

Joshua

Oakes

Bradley

Broadbent

David

Parrott

Matthew

Dempsey

James

Pollock

Oscar

Foxwell

Joel

Rees

Thomas

Hume

Bradley

Ridley

Tige

Kilkenny

Tobias

Smith

Zac

King

Fraser

Sonderhof

William

Lee

Sebastian

Tovey

Joshua

The third quarter saw JT head into the middle and yet again take the strong hits and use the
ball well, Humey took a run from the back pocket backing his pace and we again were able to
score against the wing thanks to Polly. Leaping Leroy - Davey Broadbent again showed his
athleticism by taking some great marks and providing some run.
In the final term we changed things right up and finished with Sonders bagging 2, Oakesey
moved to the middle and kicking a goal, Fraser King snagging one crumbing and to top it off
Polly kicking a goal on his right foot.
The run, carry and support the boys showed today was testament to their preseason (starting
way back in December!!) and was a fantastic result to set up what is hopefully a great season.

Do you have your
membership?
5% of every purchase you make in any store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are at Ringwood Rebel sign up or check that

Park Orchards 13.11.89 def Fitzroy 3.6.24

your membership is linked to
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Well today saw us travel for a home game to Koonung against Fitzroy….go figure!!

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

What a day for football it was with some of the boys applying sunscreen as the weather was
fantastic for football.
Our simple team rules for this year are:
1. Fun
2. Look after your team mates
3. Run to space
4. Look side ways
5. Play in front
6. Talk
And in saying this the whole team was fantastic. Well lead by Sonders in the middle, captaining
the team in his 100th game. Will lead from the front with Joel Silky Foxwell controlling the ball
and letting us kick a couple of goals into the wind in the first quarter. Assisted equally by our
2 new recruits Tige with 2 goals and Josh Baldori with one, sent us into qtr time with the lead.
Against the wind!
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SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Rob Clark
Jumper

Surname

Name

Breen

Boaz (Bo)

Jumper

Surname

Name

Osborne

Beau

Final qtr. “Kick long & direct boys!”. Boom. Ball out of the middle everytime. Forwards locking
it in. Ran right over the top of the Fitzroy boys with a 5 goal final quarter. Great win kicking
7.16-58 to 5.1-31. Great start to the season.
Individually there were some stand-out performances but most pleasing was the team-first
mentality. The blocking, shepharding, use of handball & the kick-in tactics we practiced during
the week. All spot on.
Jacob was a rock down back taking goal-saving marks, winning one-on-ones. Played
fantasically. He has some comrades down there though. Ben S & Beau look so assured,
attacking the ball as comes into their area & then so composed with the ball. James was also
great as was Brodie with a couple of smothers very memorable. Dan S, on one leg, played
through & really impressed. Oscar always goes hard to win the ball.
Our midfield dominated for large parts. Harry was his elusive best. Rhys is has really come
on in the contested side of his game. Remi has come from nowhere. Multiple clearances,
great pace & unlucky not kick his first goal. Lucas is really getting in attacking hard. Our ruck
combination of Charlie & Blake get their hand to the ball regularly but when up forward, both
are still contributing solidly.

Box

Sam

Prunty

Harrison

Clark

Mitchell

Ramage

Lucas

D'Alberto

James

Sette

Ben

Evangelista

Remi

Smith

Daniel

Jones

Rhys

Vermeulen Brown

Charles

Keane

Blake

Waddy

Ben

Overall a great team performance for the first game of the season. Well done boys.

Leaumont

Jacob

Warne

Liam

GO SHARKS!!!!

Lynch

Oscar

White

Daniel

Captain: Blake

Maynes

Brodie

And then the forwards. Around big Dan W, who snaffled 3 goals, was Mitch (also 3 goals
including the “selling the candy” first goal of the game), Liam (first goal for Park Orchards),
Bo (geat skillsunder pressure) & Ben W (with his ferocious tackling).

Goal Kickers: Dan W (3), Mitch (3), Liam
Best players: Jacob, Harry, Remi, Beau, Ben S, Charlie, Mitch

Park Orchards 7.16.58 def Fitzroy 5.1.31
We welcomed in 2019 season with a game at Stintons which turned out to be a warm day for
footy. Our opponent was Fitzroy for this season opener.

Do you have your
membership?

We also welcomed 3 new players to U14 Black - Beau Osbourne & Liam Warne who will be
followed by Sam Box in a couple of weeks. Welcome to those boys & their families.
Also of significance today was it was Blake’s 50th game for the Sharks. A very popular
member of the team, he spoke about playing team footy & running & spreading to create
opportunities - all things we’ve been working at at training.
We were forced to kick into the wind for the 1st qtr matching with Fitzroy for a majority of the
time. However, Fitzroy hit back hard for the last couple of minutes & made the most of the wind
& when the sire went they were 4.1-25 to our 1.1-7.

5% of every purchase you make in any store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are at Ringwood Rebel sign up or check that
your membership is linked to
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Get behind your club with REBEL!!

2nd qtr, wind at our backs but we couldn’t quite finish off our good work. We were dominating
but not on the scoreboard. Halftime, down 4.1-25 to 1.6-12.
After half time we needed a big 3rd qtr into the wind. Again we fought for control & managed to
come away winning the qtr, albeit still very inaccurate trailing by 11 points 5.1-25 to 2.8-20.
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QTR 3
We put the challenge to the midfield to go more man on man and hold the ball in the contest
with Jesh, Kane, Will, Cooper and Jake giving more through the midfield. Liam and Ghostiie
moved into defense and helped tighten up. Shannon moved into the ruck and had an instant
impact while Ben playing undersized up forward continued to work hard in tandem with Bradley.
QTR 4

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Glen Mason
Jumper

Surname

Name

Appleby

Jumper

Surname

Name

Rhonan

McLeod

Zachary

D'souza

Shannon

Morgan

Jeshua

Dickenson

Ryan

Postma

Lachlan

Dickson

Kane

Smeed

Ryan

Dimauro

Angelo

Taylor

Noah

Duffy

Ben

Trembath

Cooper

Knight

Brodie

Trembath

Jake

Li

Kevin

Tymms

Isaac

Macrokanis

Alexander

Watts

Liam

Mason

James

Kew Comets 13-7-85 def Park Orchards 4-5-29

The last quarter saw the boys make it a real contest with some fantastic run down tacklng and
Zac bursting off his wing into the forward line twice. I have wanted Zac to take the game on and
break the lines with his speed and in the last quarter he delivered; keep it up Zac.
So the boys played a side who were completely different to last year and have recruited well,
and after half time we were only outscored by 20 points with two late goals to them in the
last quarter. After two relatively easy practice games we were brought back to earth quickly.
Boys make sure we get to training so we can continue to improve as a team. Well done boys,
massive effort after halftime and with a full side in for round 2, I know you will respond well.

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer
Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager

Ringwood Volkswagen

481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666
ringwoodvw.com.au | LMCT11064

Goal Kickers: Kane Dickson, James Mason, Zac McLeod and Will Sonderhauf.
After a long preseason and amalgamating two sides into one from last year along with two
practice games, the boys finally got to play their first real game. With Dicko and Maca missing,
we asked two Under 14’s boys to join us in Bradley Hume and Will Sonderhauf giving us a full
side.
QTR 1
Kew kicking with the wind used it very well and jumped the boys early with fierce attack on the
footy and quick ball movement through the midfield leaving us flat footed and putting enormous
pressure on our defense. Noah, Tymmsy, Brodie and Ange held up as well as they could
intercepting and trying to rebound but they were overwhelmed.
QTR 2
With the wind in the second quarter we felt we might be able to get back into the game,
however, our midfield while trying were beaten in the second quarter. James continued to give
us a presence through the midfield and his around the ground marking. Rhonan and Lachie
presented more up forward and with some luck we could have scored more than the one goal
for the quarter.
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COLTS BLACK: Coached by: Nick Kouteris
Jumper

Surname

Name

Cormack

Jumper

Surname

Name

Luke

Pellinger-Riley

Brock

Draffin

Tobey

Blaser

Joseph

Harrisson

Ben

Kelly

Lochlan

Jury

Lachlan

Fasan

William

Kouteris

Charlie

Hardacre

Liam

Linkin

Samuel

Di Simone

Sebastian

McMahon

Bailey

Parrott

Lachlan

Phillips

Edward

Smith

Nicholas

Scott

Brayden

Mcintyre-Wilson

Billy

Skien

Cayden

Markic-Smith

Adam

Choveaux

Timothy

Early in the third quarter Parkside attacked hard into the breeze and our defence was able to
stand firm under pressure with strong tackling and spoiling. Unfortunately Tim Choveaux coped
a knock to the head that would see him miss the rest of the game with concussion. The boys
eventually took control of the quarter and extended the lead at 3 quarter time to 27 points.
Parkside had the strong breeze in the last quarter and with 3 extra players available were
coming back strongly. Some sensational defensive efforts from our backline stopped certain
goals and again we were able to transition the ball the length of the ground to score a much
needed goal into the breeze. The boys were tiring although kept trying their hardest and
matched Parkside’s 3 goals to run out 25 point winners.
The most difficult part of having such a great team win is giving the votes, a great problem to
have! Many of the boys played their best games in quite some time and everyone enjoyed
singing the theme song.
As we move forward and start to focus on a few areas as a team, the boys will only get better
and with up to 6 boys to join the team after being unavailable or playing with the Reds in round
1, we’re looking forward to a good season with development and enjoyment key areas of focus.
Best Players – Team effort
Goals – Ben Harrisson 5, Cayden Skien 2, Ed Phillips 2, Adam Markic-Smith 2,
Lochlan Kelly 1

Park Orchards 12.9.81 def Parkside 8.8.56
The Colts Black had a terrific start to the season with a win in round 1 against Parkside.
After spending the pre-season training as a Colts squad and the Colts Black team only being
announced on Thursday night, there were many questions over how the team would come
together for the first time. We fielded a team of 16 players against 18 from Parkside (they had
2 players on the bench) and in windy conditions our captain for round 1 Brayden Scott won the
toss and we kicked with a strong breeze.
Our first quarter was excellent with many scoring opportunities being created through our
strong focus on tackling, spoiling and second efforts around the ball. Our ruckmen were giving
us first use out of the middle and the midfielders were getting the ball forward quickly, giving
our forwards every chance. Any move by Parkside to attack was thwarted by our solid defence.
We finished with 3 goals and 7 behinds to no score from the opposition and could have been a
lot further in front.
In the second quarter we continued to pressure the opposition and although they managed to
kick 3 goals and 1 behind, we managed to kick the same score into the strong breeze. There
were some exceptional passages of play including one where we moved the ball from one end
of the ground to the other, linking up mainly with handballs that resulted in a goal.
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hard to work against the wind. Half time saw the scores Glen Iris 4.8 32 to Orch 4.2 26 courtesy
of a Glen Iris goal right on the siren.
The boys were confident facing the 3rd quarter and started well. Unfortunately the 4 goal
backing breeze decided to wander off for a coffee at this stage and only came back at the
18 minute mark of the quarter. It was an even quarter when we needed to kick away and the
scores were Glen Iris 6.9 45 to Orch 6.7 43 when the bell rang.

COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Archer
Jumper

Surname

Name

Hartnet

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jack

Archer

Jackson

Thorn

Thomas

Conlan

Jack

Wallis

Matthew

Cullen

Jack

Rossimel

Jack

Gill

Ben

Sonderhof

Thomas

Hartnett

Max

Foxwell

Owen

Hickey

Declan

Faulkner

Matthew

Leonard

Jake

Brown

Jesse

Newton

William

Ameer

Henry

Ryan

Zach

Appleby

Mason

Spiteri

McLaren

In the last quarter Glen Iris had the fresh legs, able to rotate their players through the bench
and our boys were wilting in the heat and on the hard ground but to their credit they never
stopped trying. The siren sounded just as Dec sailed a goal through to see the final score of
Glen iris 12.10 82 to Orch 8.8 56.
We will be better for the hit out and some of the boys still need to work on their fitness being
late to training due to cricket commitments. We will regain our NAB League reps and also
a couple of injured stalwarts and I know we are all very keen to welcome Buckets back to
competitive footy after a very long layoff. It is vital that every player gets down to training for
every session for both fitness and game play strategy. We will see you Tuesday and Thursday.
On another note the roll up of players to the BBQ on Sunday was piss poor. Read the Club
Expectations of Colts that was sent out last week on Team App and email.
These Expectations are non negotiable and you guys are expected this year, to give back to
the Club that has nurtured you in your junior years.
There will be a discussion with the coaches as to the penalties applied to non attendees.
It’s going to be brutal.

Glen iris 12.10. 82 def Park Orch 8.8. 56
And so a new season begins and once more we are at TH King Oval facing Glen Iris.

Do you have your
membership?

Last year we played on a bog heap in freezing conditions. This year we played on a lush
ground in 25 degree heat with a fair chance of sunburn.
Thanks to NAB League we had to front up with many of our players unable to play this week.
Therefore we realized we would be fronting with 16 players by the time match time came
around. Glen Iris were terrific in agreeing to playing 16 a side so the starting format would be 6
defenders -4 midfielders -6 forwards so it looked like a fast and open game would result.
And that’s what happened. From the first bounce the pressure from both sides was terrific and
the game was played in that manner all day. Glen Iris had the luxury of having 22 players giving
them 6 players to rotate through the bench. The Sharks attacked the ball all day and having
a solid breeze behind them in the first quarter posted a total of 4.1 25 to Glen Iris 1.3 9 for a
deserved lead. Our rotations of players through the midfield helped keep our attack on the ball
very keen and Grem was mauling the ruck to give us first use of the ball.

5% of every purchase you make in any store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are at Ringwood Rebel sign up or check that
your membership is linked to
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Get behind your club with REBEL!!

The second quarter saw Glen Iris get the breeze and they used it well. Some very clean footy
saw them have first use of the ball but their accuracy in front let them down as Orch battled
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SPONSOR

GIRLS UNDER 12: Coached by: Jason Dove
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Grace

King

GIRLS UNDER 13: Coached by: Tim Rule
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allie

Bastide

Jumper

Surname

Name

Haylee

Moran

Madeline

Phelan

Charli

McInerney

Scarlett

Brimelow

Charlotte

Peters

Jayde

Keaney

Gemma

Peterson

Charlotte

Coad

Eden

Rule

Lacey

Dempsey

Tia

Pollock

Sienna

Green

Charlotte

Rule

Tegan

Keaney

Charlotte

Saunders

Ella

Knight

Demi

Servinis

Mia

Bettiol

Grace

Scott

Jaide

Lomen

Alicia

Smith

Amy

Bosna

Mia

Spencer-Jones

Mia

Mcleod

Amber

Stone

Bethany

Cannon

Amber

Spencer-Jones

Bonnie

Mercer

Lily

Duffy

Amy

Dawson

Grace

Tovey

Indianna

Miriklis

Zoe

Guerrero

Rafaela

Doolan

Charlise

Clowes

Ava

Dove

Zara

Smith

Sienna

Harvie

Willow

Park Orchards 7.11.53 def Hawthorn Citizens 0.1.1
Welcome to the season ,Gold division & we’d better get used to it because after today’s result
we’re in it for the long haul !

Fitzroy 5.3.33 defeated Park Orchards 1.0.6

Wow !!!

No Coaches Report
Submitted this week

We have lost a few numbers with girls deciding to play elsewhere & some not continuing their
footy careers so we have 17 listed players which steps up the pressure. The girls however eat
pressure for breakfast and with a somewhat lackluster warm up we hit the first quarter with a
tenacity that shocked the good Citizens of Hawthorn and with our running & handball game on
full display and thanks to a good mark & set shot goal from Tegan Rule we had a 1 goal lead at
the first break !
With their newly found vigor for running & hand balling the girls were putting 4 & 5 person
chains together and as a result forward 50 entries were clean & not only couldn’t Hawthorn get
their hands on the ball but another 2 set shots to Tegan capped of the good work & we had a 3
goal lead @ half time !
We enjoyed the break in the shade on the ground & in 26 degree heat it was something of a
concern that with no bench against their squad of 22 it was going to show in the second half. I
needn’t have worried because when Mia Servinis & Haylee Bastide snapped their first for the
game & Zoe Miriklis chimed in for 1 as well we had a 6 goal lead at the last break !
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Their Coach had tried moving his better players behind the ball by this stage & the last quarter
was no different .They had a few fast breaks from half back but our defensive structures stood
firm & their only point was gifted to them by Mia as a rushed behind and after Zoe had her
second of what we’re really good running goals we were 52 points up and very happy with our
achievements!
I did say after that courage comes in different forms and we had a girl coming of a badly broken
arm & dislocated elbow which made her understandably hesitant to play but Alicia Lomen
played. She fought hard to keep the ball in our forward line putting numerous tackles on and
getting bumped and giving back and by games end of what was a closely won decision to play
she & we were the beneficiaries of it !
We also had 2 first gamers & for Amy Duffy & Mutya Guerro to have both played significant
roles in their first games stands us in good stead for the season!

SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

DentalArt

GIRLS UNDER 14: Coached by: Mike Newton
Jumper

This group of girls continue to impress & Haylee Bastide, Maddie Moran, Charlotte Brimelow
Jayde Peters & Beth Stone all had a very serious impact on the outcome of the game but I will
single out 1 ! Demi Knight not only played her best game of football but her vision at the bottom
of each pack with her handball set us up and when in a private conversation with their coach he
said we tried to stop your 35 but couldn’t so tried something else! He also said also your
7 ( Zoe ) 56 ( Jayde ) & 32 ( Mia ) were fantastic and wished me luck for the season!
McDonald’s achievement awards go to Alicia & Amy D !
It’s was a great start & I have to give thanks to Macka for goal umpiring when Amber was
crook, thanks to all the helpers & a big thanks to Ruth again for settling us up & keeping
everyone in the loop ! Enjoy a few weeks off & training is back on the 23rd .
Go Sharks

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Madison

Newton

Charlotte

Archer

Remy

Parry

Tess

Cameron

Lily

Pote

Starly

Dryden

Alkira

Savage

Ashleigh

Goodman

Madison

Shamloo

Michaela

Hansen

Holly

Cooper

Jade

Innifer

Madison

Bett

Ellisha

Holt Oaks

Amy

Bett

Sienna

Leonard

Ava

Kew rovers 7.8.50 defeated Park Orchards 0.0.00
Opposition Kew Rovers
Qtr 1:
For the first game of the season the under 14 girls played the Kew Rovers, we had two closely
fought loses against the Rovers last season and the girls were keen to change the ledger. With
low player numbers it was going to be a big ask. Mia and Scarlett from the under 12 were good
enough to play up and did a great job, thankyou girls. Eugene Hansen filled in as Assistant
Coach, his experience and expertise as a senior coach provided the team with some excellent
guidance, thank you Eugene.
The first quarter was a tight affair, the Sharks defending well held a well prepared Kew team a
single goal.
Qtr 2:
Having to kick into a building wind the Sharks worked hard to hold the rampaging Rovers. The
heat and lack of a bench was making this task hard. At half time the Rovers lead by 24 points.
Qtr 3:
The battle continued, despite being outplayed the Sharks never gave in. Special mention to
Amie Holt, who played an amazing quarter marking, smothering and tackling well. The Rovers
were proving to be too strong and lead 37 -0 at three quarter time.
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Qtr 4:
At three quarter time the Coach’s asked the girls to keep their chins up high and just keep
trying. The Sharks followed these instructions to a tee. They held the Rover scoreless for
the vast majority of the quarter. Girls, despite the scoreboard you made us proud, you kept
trying the entire game. We came up against a strong team first up, they have shown us the
benchmark.

Ce lebrating
50 Years Strong

GIRLS UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Tim Livingstone
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

Kristen Bertoldi

Flynn Peters

Courtney Murray

Jade Hutchinson

Jorja Livingstone

Natalie Broadbent

Chloe Lee

Chelsea Dunoon

Alannah Boell

Lauren Knowles

Mia McAuliffe

Jasmine Taylor

Matilda Rae

Taliah Cameron

SAVE THE DATE

Sophie Harvie

Saturday
15th June 2019
Gala Dinner

Sharks in full voice post game
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Park Orchards 13.5.83 def Ashburton 3.0.18

SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

Assistant Coach: Dave Boell
What a ripping day to commence the 2019 season and welcome two new players to the Reds,
Courtney and Taliah. With an injury to Chelsea last week in the practice game, we were down
to 14 and elected to not even up and play against a full 16 plus bench from new foe Ashburton.
The first quarter was tough and Ashburton hit the girls with everything. Courtney and Taliah
were thrown into the middle and proved their selection winning the hard ball. We had the wind
and were lucky to be out to a 9 point lead by quarter time. Flynn and Sophie sustained some
nasty blows but battled on bravely to hold down Full Back and Full Forward so we didn’t have
to play with 12.
With the introduction of Jazzie into the ruck we started to turn the tide and win it cleanly out of
the middle. Tilly, Mia and Jorja started to run and spread, and utilise the pace of Kristen and
Lana on the fat side of the ground. We had increased our lead at half time to 16.
A dominant 3rd quarter by the girls started to break Ashburton’s spirits. Lana’s shepherd and
front on tackle sent Ashburton a reminder that footy is tough. Up stepped Lauren weaving her
magic on her left foot and Sophie’s judgement to mark the ball in the wind was outstanding.
Flynn went back on to the ball and started to create a path for Mia to run through and dish out
some don’t argues. Chloe joined the party with some in-and-under toughness and the lead had
stretched to 46 with Ashburton failing to score.
The last quarter was tough, a cramping Mia spent some time on the side line doing a pilates
session, and we were against the wind with only 13 on the field, but the girls dug deeper. Jade
and Nat continued to run and carry and all of a sudden we had an aggressive leading Full
Forward, Tilly, on a goal spree.

GIRLS UNDER 16 Black: Coached by: Matt Turner
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

1

Victoria Turner

24

Tilly Hodgson

8

Sophie Hirst

37

Amelia Rees

7

Anna Marchionno

39

Charli Dempsey

28

Eve Parry

49

Grace Lloyd

13

Ella Garniss

42

Abbey Callaghan

11

Mikayla Aloi

40

Vasiliki Karamitos

15

Tess Budge

30

Zoe Servinis

17

Petra Edwards

38

Natassja Shallvey

Kylah Harrap

3

Sahana Pote

10

Jorja continued to run and when Mia eased herself back on the ground, Park Orchards had the
game well and truly sewn up.

Dakota Hoen

Sienna Kardaras

Park Orchards 14.6 90 defeated Richmond 1.0 6

The girls played in all different positions throughout the game and all carried the load through
the middle at some stage of the game. It was a really pleasing first hit out for the girls,
eventually cleaning up Ashburton by 65 points and holding them scoreless after half time.

It was a sensational day for footy, we were up against Richmond at Citzens Park. Sunscreen
was needed and there was a slight breeze around. Apologies if names are wrong, trying to
match names with numbers through long pony tales was difficult.

Enjoy a safe and happy school and Easter break and look forward to the next game on Sunday
April 28th.

Quarter 1

Captain: Taliah Cameron
Goals: Jorja 5, Tilly 5, Sophie 1, Flynn 1, Lana 1
Best players: Jorja, Tilly, Jade, Lauren, Alannah, Nat, Mia

The girls were on from the first centre bounce, you could tell they had, had a pre season, they
were running hard, tackling hard and kicking and handballing longer. Zoe Servinis was winning
tap outs, Tess Budge kicked the first goal within minutes. Then Abbey Callaghan added to the
score board with another major, and Tess followed up with her second goal for the quarter.
Quarter Time 3-1 19
Quarter 2
Zoe was still winning the tap outs in ruck. Victoria was holding down half back. Grace Lloyd
was dominant up forward this quarter booting 3 majors. Petra (no17) was everywhere, using
her speed and pushing the ball forward
Amelia was Tackling hard and took a couple of great marks across half forward.
Half Time 10.1 61
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This quarter started the same as the previous, Zoe wins the ruck, Sahana roves and kicks
forward. Zoe Douglas kicks a goal. Petra was continuing her great form. Charli Demspey had
a great quarter and kept running hard pushing the ball forward. Dakota Hoen was involved in
some great link plays with handballs and a kick forward to Zoe Douglas. The ball only ventured
down to Richmond’s forward 50 twice this quarter.
3/4 Time 12.3 75
Quarter 4
In the last quarter we were kicking against the wind. Sahana kicked a goal within the first few
minutes. There was a great high mark from Tess (no15) Mikayla playing her first game was
racking up the hard ball gets this quarter and some great kicks forward. The backline with
Hirsty, Vic and Charli were not letting anything past the half back flank. It was a great team
effort, all the girls played a great game first up, great teamwork.
Final 14.6 90
Captain: Victoria Turner
Goals: Grace Lloyd and Tess Budge 3; Sahana Pote, Abbey Callaghan and
Tilly Hodgson 2; Mikayla Aloi and Zoe Douglas 1.
Best players: Petra Edwards (17), Grace Lloyd (49), Tess Budge(15),
Zoe Douglas(26), Charli Dempsey (39).

Boundary throw in
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Quarter 3
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 1 RESULTS

07 - 04 - 2019

Like to thank our Sponsors
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